From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

smolson@hormel.com
Bill Becker
David Hartwell; Heather Koop; Jim Cox; Jane Kingston; Rick Hansen; Sandy Smith
Re: correction
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:22:51 PM

I prepared a list that contained all of the CPL ineligible and all of the
LCCMR prohibited and ineligibles, and forwarded that list to LSOHC staff
and to the Chair. The CPL list was slightly more comprehensive and
descriptive than the LCCMR list, although there were 2 things on the LCCMR
list that weren't included on CPL. The list you'll be seeing tomorrow is
the comprehensive merged list from both sets.
I merged the lists, partly because I was interested to see where the
differences lay, and partly because given the nature of some of LCCMR's
"ineligible" but not "prohibited" expenses, I didn't want any applicant to
assume that the exclusion of an item from a "prohibited" list was intended
to convey approval of the expense.

From:   Bill Becker <bill.becker@lsohc.leg.mn>
To:     Jane Kingston <kingstonjane@mchsi.com>,
Cc:     Heather Koop <heather.koop@lsohc.leg.mn>, Sandy Smith
            <sandy.smith@lsohc.leg.mn>, David Hartwell
            <Hartwell@bellcomb.com>, Jim Cox <jimcox@mwthermo.com>, Susan
            Olson <smolson@hormel.com>, Rick Hansen
            <rep.rick.hansen@house.mn>
Date:   01/15/2014 02:18 PM
Subject:        Re: correction

Oops
I failed to double check the name of the LCCMR list
Bill
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:01 PM, "Jane Kingston" <kingstonjane@mchsi.com<
mailto:kingstonjane@mchsi.com>> wrote:
All:
Re: Agenda Item 5 - my motion was to include the LCCMR list of PROHIBITED
expenses, not 'ineligible' expenses (short list on bottom of column 2 on
LCCMR handout used during our Exec Comm Mtg).
Thanks,
Jane
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